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Abstract: The Ni-based catalyst has been intensively studied for CO methanation. Here, MCM-41
is selected as support to prepare xNi/MCM-41 catalysts with various Ni contents and the catalytic
performance for CO methanation in a slurry-bed reactor is investigated under different reaction
conditions. The CO conversion gradually increases as the reaction temperature or pressure rises.
As the Ni content increases, the specific surface area and pore volume of xNi/MCM-41 catalysts
decrease, the crystallite sizes of metallic Ni increase, while the metal surface area and active Ni atom
numbers firstly increase and then slightly decrease. The 20Ni/MCM-41 catalyst with the Ni content of
20 wt% exhibits the highest catalytic activity for CO methanation, and the initial CH4 yield rate is well
correlated to the active metallic Ni atom numbers. The characterization of the spent xNi/MCM-41
catalysts shows that the agglomeration of Ni metal is accountable for the catalyst deactivation.

Keywords: CO methanation; Ni/MCM-41 catalyst; deactivation; synthetic natural gas; slurry-
bed reactor

1. Introduction

Natural gas, primarily consisting of methane, is a highly efficient and clean energy
source [1,2]. However, the natural gas reserves are poor in some regions of the world,
especially in China, thus the production of synthetic natural gas (SNG) from syngas
(CO + H2) has attracted much attention in recent decades [3,4]. Generally, SNG is produced
via gasification of coal or biomass, followed by subsequent gas cleaning, conditioning and
methanation process. Among them, CO methanation is an essential step [5], and it is a
highly exothermic and thermodynamically feasible reaction [6,7]. Due to the poor heat
transfer of fixed-bed reactor and the high amount of CO in the syngas, one of the two major
challenges in developing the methanation reactor is to remove the highly exothermic heat
effectively and in time, and the other is to produce high-efficiency catalysts retaining high
catalytic performance at low reaction temperatures.

Aimed at the exothermic characteristics of methanation, a slurry-bed reactor was
introduced in the process of CO methanation. In a slurry-bed reactor, catalyst powder
suspends in an inert liquid medium, and the system keeps at an isothermal condition
because of the high heat transfer coefficients of the liquid medium, which is particularly
suitable for the highly exothermic CO methanation reaction, indicating that it can effectively
prevent the carbon deposition and catalyst sintering [8–10].

Since 1902, many catalysts, including Ni-, Fe-, Ru- and Co-based catalysts, have been
developed to catalyze the methanation reaction [11,12]. Until now, the Ni-based catalyst is
still the most commonly-used catalyst to produce SNG due to its good catalytic performance
and relatively low price [13,14]. The Ni/Al2O3 catalyst was commonly used; however, it
was designed particularly for the fixed-bed reactor, and it showed low catalytic activity
in a slurry-bed reactor [15]. It has been reported that the catalyst with high Ni dispersion
and moderate interactions between Ni species and support exhibited high catalytic activity
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for CO methanation. In response to these problems, one of the potential candidates for Ni-
based catalysts is to select MCM-41 mesoporous molecular sieve as the support. The reason
is that MCM-41 possesses high specific surface area, large pore volume, and homogeneous
hexagonal pore array, which can highly disperse the active phase and enhance the metal
surface area [16,17]. The Ni-based MCM-41 catalyst with high Ni content and dispersion
could be prepared by the incipient wetness impregnation method [18]. It has been reported
that the Ni-based MCM-41 catalyst, prepared via a wet impregnation method, exhibited
good catalytic activity for naphthalene hydrogenation [19]. Zhang et al. [20] found that
the nickel based MCM-41 catalyst showed good activity for syngas methanation in a
fixed-bed reactor.

In this work, MCM-41-supported Ni catalysts were prepared via the impregnation
method where the Ni content varied from 4 to 28 wt% and the catalytic performance for
CO methanation in a slurry-bed reactor was investigated. The obtained catalysts were
characterized by N2 adsorption-desorption, XRD, H2-TPR, H2 chemisorption and TEM. The
effects of reaction temperature and pressure were studied, and the reason for the catalyst
deactivation after reaction was analyzed. The aim is to clarify the relationship between the
structures and the catalytic methanation performance.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Catalytic Performance for CO Methanation in a Slurry-Bed Reactor

The Ni content greatly affects the catalytic methanation performance. Thus, the metha-
nation performance over xNi/MCM-41 catalysts in a slurry-bed reactor was investigated,
and the results are shown in Figure 1. Figure 1a shows that the 4Ni/MCM-41 catalyst ex-
hibits an initial CO conversion of 71.8% which then decreased to 32.1% after a 45 h reaction.
As the Ni content increased to 12 wt%, the initial CO conversion of 12Ni/MCM-41 catalyst
reached 89.0%; moreover, the stability was also enhanced. Further increasing the Ni content
to 20 wt% or 28 wt%, the initial CO conversion reached up to ~94.4%. For comparison, the
20Ni/SiO2 catalyst prepared by using silica as support shows much lower CO conversion
than the 20Ni/MCM-41 catalyst. The main gas products during the CO methanation
reaction are CH4, CO2 and C2–4. Figure 1b–d show the variations in selectivity of CH4,
CO2, and C2–4 as reaction time goes on. It could be found in Figure 1b that the selectivity
of CH4 slightly increased during the reaction, and all the xNi/MCM-41 catalysts exhibit
higher CH4 selectivity than 20Ni/SiO2. Figure 1c shows that the selectivity of CO2 is in
the range of 0.5% and 6.1%, and it slightly decreased during the reaction. Figure 1d shows
that the C2–4 selectivity of xNi/MCM-41 catalyst was less than 1.8%, and it only slightly
changed with the variation in Ni content, whereas the C2–4 selectivity of the 20Ni/SiO2
catalyst was significantly higher than that of 20Ni/MCM-41.

For the CO methanation reaction, the active center Ni metal may form the [Ni(CO)4]
specie at low temperature, which deactivated the catalysts [21,22]. Thus, to minimize
the generation of [Ni(CO)4] specie during the methanation reaction, the reaction was
generally conducted at the temperatures higher than 250 ◦C. Figure 2 displays the effect of
reaction temperature on catalytic methanation performance over xNi/MCM-41 catalysts.
Figure 2a shows that the CO conversion decreased as the temperature decreased, especially
when the temperature was lower than 280 ◦C. The 4Ni/MCM-41 catalyst exhibits an
initial CO conversion of 77.5% at 320 ◦C, and it shows a dramatic and continuous drop
when the reaction temperature decreased from 320 ◦C to 260 ◦C. Both 20Ni/MCM-41 and
28Ni/MCM-41 catalysts show high catalytic activity and stability when the temperature
reached 300 ◦C or above. However, the activity decreased quickly when the temperature
was reduced to 260 ◦C. The CH4 selectivity of the xNi/MCM-41 catalyst is relatively stable
at each reaction temperature.
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Figure 1. Effect of Ni content on catalytic performance for CO methanation over Ni-based catalysts.
(a) CO conversion, (b) CH4 selectivity, (c) CO2 selectivity, (d) C2–4 selectivity. Reaction conditions:
300 ◦C, 1.0 MPa, and 3000 mL/(g·h).
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Figure 2. Effect of reaction temperature on catalytic performance for CO methanation over xNi/MCM-
41 catalysts. (a) CO conversion, (b) CH4 selectivity.

The average value of CH4 selectivity is displayed in Figure 2b. As the reaction
temperature decreased from 320 ◦C to 260 ◦C, the selectivity of CH4 slightly decreased.
Furthermore, it is interesting to find that the catalyst with low Ni content exhibits a high
CH4 selectivity, which is probably due to the low Ni content that avoids the side reaction.
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The effect of reaction pressure on the catalytic methanation performance over the
xNi/MCM-41 catalyst was studied by varying the pressure from 0.5 MPa to 3.0 MPa.
The performance tests were carried out at 300 ◦C and 3000 mL/(g·h), and the results are
displayed in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows that the CO conversion increased as the pressure
increased from 0.5 MPa to 3.0 MPa. The 4Ni/MCM-41 catalyst exhibited the lowest CO
conversion of 21.7% at 0.5 MPa; however, it increased to 94.9% as the pressure increased to
3.0 MPa. When the pressure was 1.0 MPa or higher, the CO conversion of xNi/MCM-41
catalyst slightly increased as the reaction pressure increased.
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Figure 3. Effect of reaction pressure on catalytic performance for CO methanation over xNi/MCM-
41 catalysts. (a) CO conversion, (b) CH4 selectivity, (c) CO2 selectivity, (d) C2–4 selectivity. Black:
4Ni/MCM-41, red: 12Ni/MCM-41, blue: 20Ni/MCM-41, dark cyan: 28Ni/MCM-41.

Figure 3b shows that the selectivity of CH4 of all the catalysts exceeded 93.0%, and
the selectivity gradually increased as the reaction pressure increased from 0.5 MPa to
3.0 MPa, while the CH4 selectivity changed slightly as the Ni content increased. This is
because the CO methanation is a gas molecular number reducing reaction, where the high
pressure could facilitate the positive reaction, which improves the CO conversion and
CH4 selectivity [20]. Figure 3c shows that the selectivity of CO2 decreased as the reaction
pressure was enhanced, and when the pressure reached 2.0 MPa or higher, the selectivity
of CO2 decreased to 3.3% or less. The selectivity of C2–4 in Figure 3d was very low, and it
changed very slightly as the pressure or Ni content varied.

2.2. Structure and Textural Properties Analysis

X-ray diffraction is one of the most important techniques for characterizing the crystal-
lite size and catalyst structure. Figure 4a shows the wide-angle XRD patterns of MCM-41
support and the calcined Ni-based catalysts. The MCM-41 support exhibits a broad amor-
phous silica peak at 2θ angles of around 23◦, whereas the MCM-41 supported catalysts
show diffraction peaks at 2θ of 37.3◦, 43.3◦, 62.9◦, 75.4◦ and 79.4◦, which are assigned to
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the characteristic peaks of NiO(111), NiO(200), NiO(220), NiO(311) and NiO(222) (JPCDS,
No. 47-1049), respectively. The 4Ni/MCM-41 catalyst exhibits the weakest peak intensity
of NiO, indicating the presence of the smallest crystallite size of NiO. As the Ni content
increased, the diffraction peaks of NiO become stronger. The crystallite size of NiO at 2θ
of 37.3◦ was estimated using the Scherrer equation, and the results are shown in Table 1.
As the Ni content increased, the crystallite sizes of NiO increased, and the 28Ni/MCM-41
catalyst shows the largest crystallite size of 20.9 nm. For comparison, the 20Ni/SiO2 catalyst
shows almost the same peak intensity and crystallite size as that of 20Ni/MCM-41.
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Table 1. Textural properties and crystallite sizes of various samples.

Catalyst Specific Surface
Area (m2/g) a

Pore Volume
(cm3/g) b

Average Pore Size
(nm) c

Crystallite Size of
NiO/Ni (nm) d

MCM-41 1188 1.41 3.1 -
4Ni/MCM-41 979 1.40 3.3 10.7/9.0

12Ni/MCM-41 921 1.39 4.9 15.8/15.6
20Ni/MCM-41 838 1.38 5.2 17.4/17.2
28Ni/MCM-41 804 1.35 5.1 20.9/19.2

20Ni/SiO2 153 1.38 24.1 17.2/16.8
a Calculated by BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) equation. b BJH (Barret-Joyner-Hallender) desorption pore volume.
c BJH (Barret-Joyner-Hallender) desorption average pore diameter. d calculated from NiO (200) and Ni (111) plane
using the Scherrer equation.

Figure 4b shows the XRD patterns of reduced Ni-based catalysts. Each catalyst shows
three diffraction peaks at 2θ of 44.5◦, 51.9◦ and 76.4◦, which are assigned to Ni(111), Ni(200)
and Ni(220) (JPCDS, No. 04-0850), respectively. The peaks of metallic Ni became stronger
as the Ni content rose. The crystallite sizes of metallic Ni at 2θ of 44.5◦ are summarized in
Table 1, and it could be found that the crystallite sizes of metallic Ni increased as the Ni
content increased.

The low-angle XRD patterns of MCM-41 support and the calcined xNi/MCM-41
catalysts are shown in Figure 4c. Three diffraction peaks were observed for MCM-41
support, indexed as the reflections of (100), (110) and (200) crystal face, characteristic of a
highly ordered mesoporous structure with hexagonal pore array [23]. With the increase in
Ni content, the (100) peak intensity decreased, and the position of the interplanar spacing of
(100) reflection shifts toward higher angles, indicating the decrease of the lattice parameter.
The (110) and (200) peaks almost disappeared, which indicates a consequential loss of a
long-range order form concerning to the mesopores [24].

N2 adsorption-desorption is a routine technique to probe the texture of porous solids.
The isotherms and pore size distributions for MCM-41 support and the reduced xNi/MCM-
41 catalysts are presented in Figure 5a,b, respectively. According to the IUPAC nomen-
clature, the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms in Figure 5a can be categorized as type
IV isotherm, which is typical for the purely siliceous material MCM-41 with mesoporous
structure, the hysteresis loops with parallel and almost horizontal branches can be classified
as H4-type [25]. A sharp step in the range of relative pressure between 0.2 and 0.4 indicates
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that the catalyst possesses uniform mesopores [25,26]. As the Ni content rose, the hysteresis
loops of relative pressures p/p0 changed slightly except the high relative pressures between
0.9 and 1.0, which confirmed that these catalysts have narrow pore size distributions.
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Figure 5b shows that all samples exhibit quite narrow pore size distribution mostly in
the range of 2 to 4 nm. MCM-41 support shows a large and broad pore size distribution
centered at 2.8 nm and a small one centered at 3.8 nm. After the introduction of Ni, the
pore size distributions decreased and centered at 2.6 nm; further increasing the Ni content
slightly changed the pore size distributions.

The textural properties of MCM-41 support and xNi/MCM-41 catalysts are summa-
rized in Table 1. MCM-41 support possesses the highest specific surface area and pore
volume of 1188 m2/g and 1.41 cm3/g, respectively, as well as the lowest average pore size
of 3.1 nm. While for the xNi/MCM-41 catalysts, the specific surface area and pore volume
decreased. The reason is probably due to that the pores were blocked by the Ni species.
The average pore size firstly increased and then decreased as the Ni content rose, which
was probably due to the accumulation of nickel species existed on the external surface and
formed new holes, which led to a textural change in Ni/MCM-41.

2.3. Catalyst Reducibility and Surface Properties Analysis

The catalyst reducibility and metal-support interaction can be characterized by H2-
TPR technique. Figure 6 shows the TPR profiles of calcined catalysts xNi/MCM-41 and
20Ni/SiO2. All catalysts exhibit three reduction peaks, indicating that there were three
different interactions between the metal oxide and support [27]. The first peak centered at
310−350 ◦C could be attributed to the reduction of NiO species, which had no or very weak
interaction with MCM-41 support [28]; the second peak around 360−400 ◦C ascribed to
the reduction of bulk NiO [28,29], and the last peak at high temperature could be belonged
to the reduction of very small NiO particles and/or NiO species strongly interacted with
support [29]. The 4Ni/MCM-41 catalyst shows a very weak peak intensity, and the peak
intensity significantly enhanced as the Ni content increased. Moreover, the reduction
peaks shift to higher temperatures as the Ni content increased. The 20Ni/MCM-41 catalyst
shows reduction peaks at high temperatures, indicating the presence of small NiO particles
and/or a strong interaction between the Ni species and MCM-41 support. Generally,
the strong interaction between the Ni species and support favors the enhancement of Ni
dispersion and the formation of small active Ni particles, which benefits the catalytic activity.
The referenced 20Ni/SiO2 catalyst shows a higher reduction temperature compared with
20Ni/MCM-41. Interestingly, the 20Ni/SiO2 catalyst did not present the third reduction
peaks at high temperatures, which is probably due to the poor dispersion of NiO species.
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An H2 chemisorption measurement was conducted to determine the Ni dispersion,
metal surface area, number of active Ni atoms and average particle size of Ni. All results
were estimated by assuming that one hydrogen atom is adsorbed on one active nickel
atom [30,31]. Table 2 shows the H2 chemisorption results for the reduced xNi/MCM-
41 and 20Ni/SiO2 catalysts. Obviously, the Ni dispersion of the xNi/MCM-41 catalysts
gradually decreased as the Ni content rose, while the average particle diameter of Ni
increased. The results indicate that the active Ni were highly dispersed with small particle
size at low Ni contents. The metal surface area and active metallic Ni atom numbers of
the catalysts firstly increased and then slightly decreased, indicating that there was an
optimum threshold value of Ni content on the MCM-41 support. The 20Ni/SiO2 catalyst
shows the Ni dispersion of 1.66% and the values of metal surface area and active metallic
Ni atom numbers were all lower than those of 20Ni/MCM-41 catalyst. Among the catalysts
tested, the 20Ni/MCM-41 catalyst with a Ni content of 20 wt% shows the highest metal
surface area (2.97 m2·g−1

cat) and active metallic Ni atom numbers (4.57 × 1019 g−1), which
is probably responsible for the high catalytic methanation activity [32].

Table 2. H2 chemisorption results of the reduced xNi/MCM-41 catalysts.

Catalyst DNi(%) a Scat(m2·g−1cat) b NNi(×1019·g−1) c dH(nm) d

4Ni/MCM-41 3.34 0.86 1.32 30.1
12Ni/MCM-41 3.18 2.27 3.49 31.8
20Ni/MCM-41 2.67 2.97 4.57 37.8
28Ni/MCM-41 1.80 2.62 4.04 56.3

20Ni/SiO2 1.66 1.85 2.84 60.7
a DNi: amount of exposed Ni on the surface of the catalysts. b Scat: active metal surface area per gram of catalyst.
c NNi: numbers of active metallic Ni atom. d dH: average Ni particle size.

TEM technology was employed to observe the catalyst morphology and Ni disper-
sion. The TEM images of MCM-41 support and representative calcined 4Ni/MCM-41 and
20Ni/MCM-41 catalysts are shown in Figure 7. The TEM image of MCM-41 in Figure 7a
exhibits well-ordered mesoporous structure, which was consistent with the results of BET
and XRD. Figure 7b shows that the NiO was highly dispersed on MCM-41 and part of NiO
was located inside the well-ordered channels pores as clusters or very small nanoparticles.
As the Ni content increased up to 20 wt%, the TEM image in Figure 7c exhibits small
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NiO particles in the channels of MCM-41 support, which had strong interaction with the
support. The result was confirmed by the high temperature reduction peak in H2-TPR
profile. However, parts of NiO particles accumulated and formed large particles on the
external surface of the support, which might block the pores and decrease the specific
surface areas [33].
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2.4. Relationship between Catalytic Activity and Surface Properties

There are many factors affecting the catalytic methanation performance. However, it
can be found that the active metallic Ni atom numbers of xNi/MCM-41 catalysts served
well as a correlating parameter for the catalytic activity in a slurry-bed reactor. Figure 8
shows the relationship between the active metallic Ni atom numbers and the initial yield
rate of CH4 per mass of xNi/MCM-41 catalyst (rCH4(mmol·h−1·g−1)) at 300 ◦C, 1.0 MPa,
and 3000 mL·g−1·h−1. As mentioned above, the initial catalytic activity of CO conversion in
Figure 1a firstly increased and then slightly decreased as the Ni content increased, reaching
the maximum value at the Ni content of 20 wt%, while the selectivity of CH4 of each
xNi/MCM-41 catalyst kept almost the same value. It should be noted that the initial CH4
yield rate is well correlated to the active metallic Ni atom numbers (as shown in Table 2).
In other words, xNi/MCM-41 catalysts with more amounts of active metallic Ni atom were
favorable for improving the catalytic activity. The 20Ni/SiO2 catalyst exhibited a lower
yield rate of CH4, which was probably due to the poor dispersion of active metallic Ni and
the large Ni particles as shown in Table 2.
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2.5. Characterization of Spent Catalysts

Figure 9a shows the XRD patterns of spent xNi/MCM-41 catalysts after a reaction time
for 45 h. All catalysts exhibit the diffraction peaks at 2θ angles of 44.5◦, 51.9◦, and 76.4◦,
corresponding to characteristic peaks of metallic Ni (JPCDS, No. 04-0850), and the peak
intensity increased as the Ni content rose. The crystallite sizes of metallic Ni at 2θ of 44.5◦

are summarized and compared in Table 3. It is found that the Ni crystallite sizes of spent
xNi/MCM-41 catalysts slightly larger than those of the freshly reduced ones, especially
for the freshly reduced 4Ni/MCM-41catalyst, the increase in Ni crystallite size is probably
responsible for the deactivation of xNi/MCM-41 catalysts. The results were confirmed by
the TEM image of the spent 20Ni/MCM-41 catalyst in Figure 9b. It is displayed that the Ni
particle of the spent 20Ni/MCM-41 catalyst was agglomerated and the particle size was
larger than that of the fresh 20Ni/MCM-41 catalyst.
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Table 3. Textural properties and Ni crystallite size of fresh and spent xNi/MCM-41 catalysts.

Catalyst Specific Surface
Area (m2/g) a

Pore Volume
(cm3/g) b

Average Pore
Size (nm) c

Ni Crystallite
Size (nm) d

4Ni/MCM-41 783 0.78 3.25 9.0/17.7
12Ni/MCM-41 584 0.53 5.00 15.6/21.1
20Ni/MCM-41 488 0.53 4.07 17.2/23.0
28Ni/MCM-41 322 0.50 4.84 19.2/24.1

a Calculated by BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) equation. b BJH (Barret-Joyner-Hallender) desorption pore
volume.c BJH (Barret-Joyner-Hallender) desorption average pore diameter. d calculated from Ni(111) plane of
fresh/spent catalyst using the Scherrer equation.

The textural properties of spent xNi/MCM-41 catalysts are summarized in Table 3. As
the Ni content increased, the specific surface area significantly decreased from 783 m2/g
for 4Ni/MCM-41 to 322 m2/g for 28Ni/MCM-41. Compared with the textural properties
of fresh xNi/MCM-41 catalysts in Table 1, it could be found that the specific surface area
and pore volume of spent xNi/MCM-41 catalysts all decreased. The catalyst with high
Ni content shows a large decrease, the reason was probably due to the blockage of the
micropores of MCM-41 by the agglomeration of Ni species.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Catalyst Preparation

The nickel catalysts supported on MCM-41 molecular sieve (supplied by Tianjin
Nankai catalyst company, China, 100–200 mesh) were prepared by the incipient wetness
impregnation method as follows: first, the MCM-41 was calcined in air at 550 ◦C for 4 h
and used as support. Then, the required amount of Ni(NO3)2·6H2O (purchased from
Sinopharm mbcvx, and used without further treatment) was completely dissolved in a
certain amount of distilled water, and followed by addition of 10.0 g of MCM-41, the
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resulting mixture was sealed with plastic film to avoid the quick evaporation of water
and stirred continuously at room temperature for 24 h. Finally, the mixture was held at
80 ◦C for 5 h and dried at 120 ◦C for 12 h, and then calcined in air at 550 ◦C for 4 h at a
heating rate of 2 ◦C·min–1 to form NiO/MCM-41; the obtained samples were designated
as xNi/MCM-41 catalysts, where x represents the weight content of metallic Ni (4 wt%,
12 wt%, 20 wt%, and 28 wt%). For comparison, the 20Ni/SiO2 catalyst with the Ni content
of 20 wt% was prepared by the impregnation method as described above by using silica
(Degussa, Aerosil 200) as support.

3.2. Catalyst Characterization

The N2 adsorption-desorption measurement was performed by a Beishide 3H-2000PS
specific surface and pore size analyzer, using N2 as the adsorbing medium at −196 ◦C. Prior
to the test, the sample was degassed at 250 ◦C for 3 h. The BET surface area was determined
by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method, the average pore diameter was evaluated
with the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method using the desorption isotherm branch.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were obtained on DX-2800A diffractometer (Dandong,
China) with a scanning step of 4◦/min using the Kα radiation of Cu (λ = 0.154056 nm)
at 40 kV and 30 mA. The crystallite size of Ni metal or NiO was calculated using the
Scherrer equation.

Temperature-programmed reduction of H2 (H2-TPR) was carried out on a Micromerit-
ics Autochem II 2920 instrument (Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, Atlanta, USA).
Prior to the measurement, 20 mg of the sample was pretreated in flowing He (50 mL/min)
at 350 ◦C for 0.5 h, after cooling down to room temperature, the He was switched to
10%H2/90%Ar (50 mL/min) and heated at 800 ◦C at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min.

The H2-chemisorption experiment was also conducted on a Micromeritics Autochem
II 2920 instrument (Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, Atlanta, USA). Prior to the test,
200 mg of the sample was reduced by flowing 10%H2/90%Ar at 550 ◦C for 2 h, then the
sample was cooled down to 50 ◦C and the loop 10%H2/90%Ar gas was pulsed over the
sample and the TCD signals were recorded until the peak area remain constant. A 5 µL
loop was used for this purpose and the loop was calibrated to determine its precise volume
under local conditions. The metallic Ni surface area and Ni dispersion were calculated
by assuming that one hydrogen atom occupies one surface metallic Ni atom [31]. The Ni
dispersion, metal surface area, number of active nickel atoms and average particle size of
Ni are calculated from Equations (1)–(4), respectively:

DNi(%) =

(
Vad
Vm

)
×

(
SF × MNi

Ws × FNi

)
× 100% (1)

Scat

(
m2/gcat

)
=

Vad
Ws × Vm

× SF × NA × RA (2)

NNi(Ni atoms/mol) =
Vad

Ws × Vm
× SF × NA (3)

dH(nm) = 6 × 103/(Scat/F × NiρNi) (4)

where Vad = volume of H2 chemisorbed at STP (mL) to form a monolayer, Vm = molar
volume of H2 gas (22,414 mL/mol), SF = stoichiometric factor, i.e., Ni:H atomic ratio
in the chemisorption, which is taken as 1; MNi = formula weight of Ni (58.69 g/mol),
Ws = weight of the sample (g), FNi = weight percentage of Ni in the sample. Scat = active
metal atom; NA = 6.023 × 1023; RA is the atomic cross-sectional area of Ni, which is
0.0649 nm2; ρNi = density of Ni metal (8.9 g/cm3).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on JEOL JEM-2100F micro-
scope (Tokyo, Japan) operated at 200 kV. Prior to the measurement, the solid was dispersed
in ethanol, ultrasonicated and deposited on a sample holder.
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3.3. Catalyst Performance Evaluation

The catalyst was firstly reduced at 550 ◦C for 6 h in a flow of 25% H2 diluted with
N2, and then used for activity test. The CO methanation reaction was carried out in
a 250 mL slurry-bed reactor (Dalian Tongda Reactor Factory, Dalian, China). In each
experiment, 2.0 g of reduced catalyst and 120 mL of paraffin were introduced into the
reactor and rotated at a speed of 750 r/min. N2 was used to purge the air, and then the
syngas of H2 and CO was switched as feed gas. The reaction was performed at H2/CO
molar ratio of 3:1 and 3000 mL/gcat·h in the temperature range of 260–320 ◦C with the
interval of 20 ◦C. The gas products were firstly cooled down at 2 ◦C, the cooled liquid was
then removed in a gas-liquid separator, the outlet gas was quantitatively analyzed by an
online gas chromatography (Agilent 7890A), which was equipped with a flame ionization
detector (FID) and a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) using He (99.999%) as the carrier
gas. The HP-AL/S column was used to analyze CH4 and C2–4, while Porapak-Q column,
HP-PLOT/Q column and HP-MOLESIEVE column were used to analyze CO, N2 and CO2.

The CO conversion, CH4, CO2, and C2–4 selectivity were calculated as follows:

XCO =
F(CO in) − F(CO out)

F(CO in)
× 100% (5)

SCH4 =
F(CH 4, out

)
F(CO in) − F(CO out)

× 100% (6)

SCO2 =
F(CO 2, out

)
F(CO in) − F(CO out)

× 100% (7)

SCi =
i × F(C i, out

)
F(CO in) − F(CO out)

× 100% (i = 2, 3, 4) (8)

where XCO, SCH4, SCO2 and SCi represent the CO conversion, the CH4, CO2, and C2–4 selec-
tivity, respectively. C2–4 represents the hydrocarbons contain 2 to 4 carbons. F represents
the volume flow of CO, CH4, and CO2 (mL/min, STP), respectively.

4. Conclusions

xNi/MCM-41 catalysts with various Ni contents were prepared by the impregnation
method, and applied for CO methanation in a slurry-bed reactor. As the Ni content
increased, the specific surface area and pore volume of xNi/MCM-41 catalysts decreased,
the crystallite size of metallic Ni increased, whereas the metal surface area and active Ni
atom numbers firstly increased and then slightly decreased. The 20Ni/MCM-41 catalyst
with the Ni content of 20 wt% exhibited the highest catalytic activity for CO methanation,
and the initial CH4 yield rate was well correlated to the active metallic Ni atom numbers.
Moreover, the 20Ni/MCM-41 catalyst shows much higher activity than the referenced
20Ni/SiO2 catalyst. The results of the optimization of reaction conditions show that the
CO conversion gradually increases as the reaction temperature or pressure rises. The
deactivation of xNi/MCM-41 catalysts was attributed to the agglomeration of Ni.
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